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This article investigates the link between developing “maturity,” in the Kantian sense
of the term, and increasing linguistic competence as it is presented in Elias Canetti’s
autobiography Die Gerettete Zunge.

Immanuel Kant’s essay, “What is Enlightenment?” begins with the statement
“Enlightenment is the human being’s emergence from his self-incurred minority.”1 In
the essay, he clearly links the idea of Enlightenment with the development of
“Mündigkeit.” This term, commonly translated as “maturity,” may also be linked, as
it is in Kant’s essay, with the idea of developing an independent voice which expresses
a critical reason of its own, rather than following the reasoning of another. Kant
makes clear that the demand for critical reason requires linguistic competence, since
this facilitates expression of one’s own words and creation of one’s own meanings.
Peter Handke’s play Kaspar, acting as a critique of the Enlightenment, also shows
how language as a social product may not only enable a speaking voice to come into
existence, but also shape the potential expression of that voice, thereby negating any
possibility of a completely independent voice.2

It may be argued that this problem is brought out most clearly for those
whose linguistic competence is impeded through having to speak in a language
which is not their first language. It is commonly accepted that learning foreign
languages leads to an increase in “maturity,” since it is considered to enhance one’s
ability to see the world from different points of view. Subjective assessments are put
under greater scrutiny through an active “othering” of the self, produced by encountering
the unfamiliar interpretive framework presented by the new language and culture.
This “othering” of the self, while contributing to enhanced critical reason, may, however,
simultaneously undermine the entire project of critical reason. In being presented
with an alternative interpretive framework, the language learner comes to discover
the inherent situatedness of the truth assumptions encoded in his/her first language.
The enhanced critical reason developed through learning another language comes to
question its own being and thus the very basis from which any search for absolute
truth could be conducted. The following discussion examines Canetti’s own struggles
with “Mündigkeit” as he develops linguistic competence in a range of languages. 

In Canetti’s autobiography, struggles to acquire different forms of language,
both written and spoken, are represented throughout the text. The approach taken
here to interpreting the text involves a Lacanian analysis. Some of the points raised
are also made by Waltraud Wietholter in his very detailed and enlightening analysis
of the text; however, the parallels with the Oedipal situation are overwhelmingly
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striking.3 Jacques Lacan’s concepts of the Real, the Imaginary and the Symbolic are
very useful for tracing Canetti’s development and his relationship to the languages
that he speaks and writes. Lacan’s idea of the symbolic realm, a realm entered into as
a person grows into language, will be productively compared to the process of developing
“Mündigkeit.” It must be borne in mind here that the symbolic does not just refer to
language, but also to culture.4 The symbolic is, however, to be understood as being
structured like a language.

The development of Canetti into a “man of letters” will be examined in
terms of how this evolution reflects changing relations to both his father and mother
and how his own subjectivity and voice function in relation to them.5 An autobiography
cannot be expected to represent the reality of a particular time exactly, not least
because of gaps in memory and the fact that this autobiography is so well structured,
with consistent themes running right through the text, suggests a high degree of literary
construction. Wietholter implies that the text may not be “based on actual events,”6

but perhaps “presents what Freud called a fantasy projected backwards and understood
to be a compromise, the expression of repressed elements and simultaneous defence
against them.”7

Before turning to an analysis of Canetti’s autobiography in terms of
Lacanian theory, it will be useful to outline Lacan’s recasting of Freud’s theory of the
Oedipus Complex. The place of unity in which the child starts out, unable to distinguish
him/herself from others, is what Lacan calls the Real. There is no language in the
Real, since the child exists in symbiotic unity with the world around him/herself,8 and
language is necessarily predicated on lack, forever pointing to what is not there. It is
only once the child has an awareness of disunity and desire for the other that a subject
position within language becomes relevant. In Lacan’s theory, the child only gains
awareness of his/her own self as a distinct individual through a misrecognition— the
child sees him/herself in a mirror and mistakes the image for his/her own self. This
forms the stage called the Imaginary. It is a moment of both identification and alienation,
since the child can only see his/herself through an external object which projects back
his/her own image.9 The self is therefore founded on a misidentification with the
“other” that the child sees in the mirror and the semblance of unity that this provides.
Terry Eagleton suggests that the mirror situation can be read in terms of signifier (the
child) and signified (the image of itself which is its meaning). In the realm of the
Imaginary there is as yet no gap between signifier and signified—the one stands
wholly and completely for the other.10 This pre-Oedipal stage is never quite overcome,
but is modified as the child enters the symbolic realm. 

The child enters this realm once s/he becomes aware of the father as a third
party in his/her relationship with his/her mother. According to Freud’s theory, in the
child’s desire to be with the mother and to be reunited with her in symbiotic unity, the
child wishes to usurp the father’s position and as a result fears castration by him. The
child, on learning language, gains unconscious awareness of the fact that a sign only
has meaning through its difference from other signs and that it also represents the
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absence of the object indicated by the sign. Just as the child is learning this about
language, s/he also gains awareness that familial relationships are structured in the
same way. S/he must enter into a world of sexual difference and experience the lack
of that which s/he most desires—union with the mother.  

Lacan develops Freud’s theory by indicating that the child cannot literally
desire to adopt the father’s position since this would entail incestuous relations with
the mother. The father instead represents an unobtainable ideal also known as the
Name-of-the-Father. It is the imposition of this law onto the unbridled sexual desires
of the Real which forms the basis for culture and the symbolic. Similarly, the desire
for the mother represents a desire for lost unity rather than an actual sexual desire for
the mother. It is the phallus, then, which, according to Lacan, brings about the awareness
of difference which is necessary for entry into the symbolic order:

the phallus is the object of the mother’s desire and [the child’s] own
desire for the mother. In [Lacan’s] recasting of Freud’s description
of the Oedipus complex, the subject’s insertion into language and
the symbolic is a form of castration which obliges the child to recognize
that it cannot possess the phallus because it is not an attribute of an
individual, but a symbol. It is the symbol of sexual difference in
that there is no corresponding female symbol or signifier; both
male and female subjects are constituted as male and female with
reference to it.11

To summarise, by disrupting the unity of mother and child, the father not only allows
the child the possibility of its own identity through identifying with the father, but
also enables the child to take up a subject position within language through aware-
ness of absence (the absent mother). The father, as functioning principle of the sym-
bolic order, threatens the child with lack, through castration. In order to avoid this,
the child learns to repress his/her desire for the mother which is sublimated to the
unconscious, thus effecting a split in the subject.

As already mentioned, Oedipal themes run through Canetti’s text, but it is in
the very first few paragraphs that we see the clearest links between language as represen-
tative of the symbolic order and the fear of castration. The young girl employed to
look after Elias has been having liaisons with a young man which the couple wishes
to keep secret. The man tells Elias to stick out his tongue, Elias obliges and the man
threatens to cut it off with a knife. This scenario occurs on several consecutive days:

“Show me your tongue.” I stick out my tongue, he reaches into his
pocket, pulls out a jackknife, opens it, and brings the blade all the
way to my tongue. He says: “Now we’ll cut off his tongue.” I don’t
dare pull back my tongue, he comes closer and closer, the blade
will touch me any second. In the last moment, he pulls back the
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knife, saying: “Not today, tomorrow.” He snaps the knife shut again
and puts it back in his pocket.12

Here begins what appears an increasingly troubled relationship to the symbolic,
which is exacerbated by the death of his father. From this point on, Elias’s relationship
to his mother develops something of the pre-Oedipal/pre-linguistic closeness once
lost by entry into language. Elias comes to take on his father’s role, literally taking
his father’s position in bed beside his mother:

for a few months after his death, I slept in my father’s bed. It was
dangerous leaving Mother alone ... I couldn’t console her, she was
inconsolable. But when she got up and stationed herself at the
window, I leapt up and stood next to her ... We did not speak, these
scenes did not take place with words.13

Their intimacy is wordless—they are united as in the pre-linguistic symbiotic realm
of the Real. This pre-linguistic intimacy is to be shattered by Elias’ birth into a new
language, German. 

Birth into German
Before his father’s death, German had been a language of intimacy between Elias’
parents, from which the children were excluded. It was the language in which they
had fallen in love,14 and when speaking German they grew “very lively and merry.”15

Through not knowing German, Elias not only feels excluded from a certain intimacy
with his mother, but also excluded from the adult world of his parents. He is kept
“unmündig” by his lack of understanding in the German language: “I would listen
with utter intensity and then ask them what this or that meant. They laughed, saying
it was too early for me, those were things I would understand only later.”16 Because
of his exclusion from German, the language develops an aura of magic, as if it were
the key to uncovering the world’s mysteries. “I believed they were talking about won-
drous things that could be spoken of only in that language ... I repeated to myself the
sentences I had heard from them, in their precise intonation, like magic formulas.”17

Elias reveals a similar passionate desire to uncover as yet incomprehensible
significations when he describes his feelings about being excluded from the joys of
literacy. His passion is so intense that he is willing to commit murder to attain his
goal. Again, we see anger at those older than himself being privy to “mysteries” of
language, to which the young Elias does not yet have access. In this case, it is his
cousin Laurica, with whom he has previously shared everything, who now has access
to the “Buchstaben” which he cannot yet understand. From considering himself to be
at least her equal, she now has superior status. Canetti describes Elias’s relationship
with Laurica in the following terms:
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I never let her feel that she was only a girl and a youngest child.
Since my brother’s birth, when I had started wearing pants, I had
been keenly aware of my dignity as the eldest son. Perhaps that
helped to make up for the age difference between us.18

Elias’s annoyance at being excluded from the “adult” language of his parents, is
reiterated in his desire to be considered at least as grown-up as his cousin or preferably
more grown-up, superior to her, through being an “older brother” whereas she is just
the youngest child, and a girl besides.  When she goes to school and refuses to show
him the letters in her schoolbooks, it is a threat to his position on the hierarchy of
human knowledge and authority. If Laurica has access to knowledge that Elias does
not, then he will be found lacking in point of “Mündigkeit,” and this is unbearable to
him:

she changed altogether towards me, letting me feel how small I
was. Day after day, she let me beg for the notebooks; day after day,
she refused to give them to me … From afar, she held an open notebook
out at me and shouted: “You’re too little! You’re too little! You
can’t read yet!” ... She lifted her arms with the notebooks far over
her head, she was much bigger than I, and she put the notebooks up
on the wall. I couldn’t get at them, I was too little, I jumped and
jumped and yelped, it was no use, she stood next to the wall, laughing
scornfully.19

It is too much for Elias. He goes to fetch an axe and returns crying, “agora vo matar
a Laurica! Agora vo matar a Laurica! ‘Now I’m going to kill Laurica!’”20 Fortunately,
his grandfather races out of the house to prevent the dreadful act.

As in many other sections of the autobiography, in this scene access to language
is intimately bound up with a desire to be responsible, mature and in control.21 As
already shown, this may be related to a desire to take on his father’s role and gain
entry to the symbolic, through becoming a master of language and of culture. In a literal
sense it is his father who initiates him into culture, and encourages him to develop his
own mind and express his own voice from the age of six. Elias has just started school
and his father brings him a copy of the Arabian Nights, saying that he should try to
read it, and tell his father each night what he has read. He promises that Elias will
receive another book on finishing the first. So it is through this symbolic exchange,
the translation from the written to the spoken, that his father encourages a process of
“Mündigkeit” and integration into the symbolic. This integration is heightened by the
fact that the books chosen are the classic texts of Western culture, adapted for children.
The books shape Elias’s subjectivity within a very specific cultural heritage22—they
present to Elias a language with which he can interpret the world23 and appear to offer
a language with which he can form his own opinions. However, as suggested in the
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Handke text, it is doubtful to what extent an individual voice, independent of the writ-
ten/spoken texts through which it has been educated may come to exist at all. Despite
the doubtful originality of his voice, for Elias the fact of his father listening to his
opinion is very important, and he sees it as being given a special responsibility—he
is the one to be listened to, rather than the one doing the listening; he is heard and
approved of:

he never stopped immediately and never sent me away without first
telling me a story that I hadn’t heard before. “Think about it!” he
said ... I felt solemn because I was supposed to think about some-
thing; he never neglected – sometimes days had passed – to ask me
about it. He would then listen very carefully and finally approve of
what I had said. Perhaps he really did approve of it, perhaps he was
only trying to encourage me; the feeling I had when he told me to
think about something can only be described as an early sense of
responsibility.24

Being given this opportunity to use his own reason, Elias senses that he must “dare
to be wise” and develop his own “Mündigkeit.”25 A new sense of responsibility and
maturity begins to separate Elias from his younger brothers. Since his conversations
with his father began, he has grown tired of his younger siblings,26 perhaps sensing
that he is growing up, identifying more now with his father, in a process not unlike
that described by Freud, in which the young boy must identify with the father in order
to separate himself from the mother and develop as an individual. 

This effect of developing “Mündigkeit,” engendered by the conversations
with his father, is heightened by the fact that his father requests that he talk to him
about the books in English. It is as if with each new language learned, Elias is being
initiated into another stage of childhood and the process of growing up. He has
moved on from being an impulsive five-year-old crying out in Ladino that he is going
to murder his cousin; he is now going on seven and learning to express his opinions
on William Tell and Napoleon in English. His intimacy with his father is founded in
English. The family has moved to England and Elias shares walks with his father
beside the Mersey, his father also sharing his favourite English words with his eldest
son: “he had told me the English word “meadow,” and he asked me for it during every
stroll. He felt it was an especially beautiful word; it has remained the most beautiful
word in the English language for me.”27 We can see in this passage the level of
identification with the father that Elias has already developed. One of the words
which his father considered to be beautiful has developed superlative status in Elias’s
imagination and in representing lost intimacy with his father is now for him “the most
beautiful word in the English language.” 

The importance for him of his father’s words is made clear in Elias’s
memorisation of the address his father was teaching his brother just before the father
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died. The words themselves are inconsequential, it is their symbolic importance as
the words of his father, the last words he heard from his father, which gives them such
a prized place in Elias’s identity:

but he reappeared the very next morning and got my little brother
to talk. “Georgie,” he said; “Canetti,” said the boy; “Two,” said
Father; “Three,” said the boy; “Four,” said Father; “Burton,” said
the boy; “Road,” said Father; “West,” said the boy; “Didsbury,”
said Father; “Manchester,” said the boy; “England,” said Father;
and I, in the end, very loudly and superfluously, said “Europe.” So
our address was together again. There are no words that I have
retained more sharply, they were my Father’s last words.28

So we see that of his two parents, before his father’s death, Elias is more intimate
with his father, and barely misses his mother when she leaves England to recover her
health in Bad Reichenhall.29 He feigns missing his mother for his father’s sake.
However, his relationship with his mother is to change a great deal after his father’s
death. This is the time of his birth into German. Through learning the language of his
parents’ intimacy he comes to fill the gap that his father’s death left both for his mother
and himself. He continues to speak in his father’s place and finally occupies the position
of responsibility and maturity that he aspired to when younger.30 His emergence from
childhood and into the world of responsibility entails a new language being drilled
into him. This drilling begins with his mother’s implication that the time for playing
is over, as she insistently cries across the street to where he is being cared for by a
neighbour:

“My son, you’re playing, and your father is dead! You’re playing,
you’re playing, and your father is dead! Your father is dead! Your
father is dead! You’re playing, your father is dead!” She yelled it
out into the street, she kept yelling louder and louder, they yanked
her back into the room by force, she resisted, I heard her shouting
after I no longer saw her, I heard her shouting for a long time. Her
shouts pushed Father’s death into me, and it has never left me
since.31

His mother’s words drive the reality of his father’s death into him. The father tongue
is being replaced by the mother tongue; but this is the not the language of dialogue
that he experienced with his father, rather it is a language which drills itself into him
and forces the creation of a new identity. This mother tongue begins by constructing
versions of Elias’s father’s death, withholding information from him about an event
which stands at the very centre of Elias’s life.32 The mother plays a painful game as
she constructs and deconstructs Elias’s sense of himself, through the changing words
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she uses to talk about his father’s death: “she realized she was smashing me to bits
when she told me anything new about my father’s death. She was cruel and she liked
doing it.”33 It is only after Canetti has produced the first great story of his own, his
first book, that his mother finally tells him the truth as she herself saw it. The
production of her definitive text about his father’s death, in response to Canetti’s own
text, creates a dialogue within a relationship which, as will now be shown, has known
little equality.

The deep-running tension34 in his relationship to his mother produced by his
father’s death is not lessened by the fact that Elias had never been shy about showing
preference for his father over his mother before his father’s death.35 In a Lacanian
interpretation, the death of his father presents an opportunity for Elias to return to
symbiotic unity with his mother, and/or an opportunity to usurp his father’s position
of intimacy with his mother. A regression to a pre-linguistic physical state is made
possible, yet this does not remove the fact that both mother and son require someone
to fulfil the roles previously held by the father.36 In the beginning we see that mother
and son express this through physical proximity—Elias sleeps in her bed and com-
forts her by putting his arm around her at night. In this way he regains pre-Oedipal
closeness to his mother while simultaneously fulfilling his father’s role. However,
this form of closeness cannot suffice long-term. The mother requires the son more
completely to occupy the father’s place. In the few short weeks in Lausanne preced-
ing their impending move to Vienna, she drills the German language into him. He is
allowed no access to a German book, but must learn by repeating the German sen-
tences after his mother, perfecting the pronunciation before being allowed the English
translation. Elias is learning to speak without meaning, parroting abstract words and
learning the language in a way that confirms his mother’s position of authority over
him. She uses the possibility of her scorn as a stick, whereas his father had used his
approval as the carrot.37 It is through these forceful methods that she implants a new
mother tongue. What is now demanded of him, goes beyond the usual capability of
any child, in the language of his parents’ love, Elias is to become a man: “so, in a very
short time, she forced me to achieve something beyond the strength of any child, and
the fact that she succeeded determined the deeper nature of my German; it was a
belated mother tongue, implanted in true pain.”38 It is the pain of his birth into the
German language which binds Canetti both to the language and to his mother.
“Without these two, basically one and the same, the further course of my life would
have been senseless and incomprehensible.”39 Henceforth his life is given meaning
through German and through his attachment to his mother; but does Elias have the
opportunity to give his own meaning, to attach his own words, to his life? 

Just as Elias takes on aspects of his father’s role for his mother, she begins
to do the same for Elias. She gives him books to read and asks for his opinions on
them before she gives her own, trying not to influence him. Hearing Elias give his
views revives his mother’s memories of long evenings spent with his father discussing
theatre. Elias is growing quickly into the adult that his mother requires:
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the more intelligently I responded and the more I had to say, the
more powerfully her old experiences surfaced in her. As soon as
she began talking about one of those old enthusiasms, which had
become the inmost substance of her life, I knew that it would go on
for a long time; it was no longer important now for me to go to bed,
she herself could no more part from me than I from her, she spoke
to me as an adult. 40

Their relationship is perhaps a distortion of the original Oedipal story, since it is one
both of equals in love as well as one of a mother’s authority over her son. Yet, along
the lines of the Oedipal myth, there is a sense in which the literary education Elias’
mother gives him may be construed as a form of punishment by blinding, for Elias’
“usurpation” of his father’s role. In reading literature Elias grows more and more
blinded to the world outside the texts he reads, so that he comes to interpret what he
sees in his environment through literature, rather than giving his own eyes primacy
of interpretation. In this case it is the written word which disturbs the development of
an individual identity and search for meaning—page after page shielding his eyes
from the glare of the world; leaving Elias in darkness. 

One of Elias’ greatest joys as a young boy is to play “Dichterquartett” with
his friend, Hans.41 In this game, one boy completes a quotation just as the other begins
to say it. These “other” words, part of the cultural heritage into which the boys are
being schooled, are easily made into a game, since in using expressions created by
others, the boys are not responsible for what they are saying. Elias’s developing
obsession with literature acts as a means of retreat into less responsible forms of language,
being a realm where he can play with others’ words and ideas.

Even in speech, outside of the authority of literature, it is difficult for Elias
to develop his own voice. Once the family has moved to Switzerland, his mother
deplores the Swiss German phrases that she hears her son using. They do not meet
the standards of the Burgtheater, which she has instilled into him. For his mother,
only languages with a literature are valid languages. Elias begins to practice Zurich
German in secret

I practiced Zurich German for myself alone, against my mother’s
will, concealing from her the progress I was making. That, so far as
language went, was my first independent move from her, and
although still subjugated to her in all opinions and influences, I
began feeling like a “man” in this one thing.42

Despite the fact that this is Elias’s first use of a language not taught to him by his
mother, and in that sense is indeed a step towards “Mündigkeit,” as suggested in
Kaspar, the development of “Mündigkeit” is not so simple. Elias’s “rebellion” is only
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conducted in secret, and is more about a desire to conform to the society in which he
now finds himself, than any celebration of individual difference or development of
opinions independently of his mother. What makes his voice different from his mother’s
renders it the same as those of all the boys in his class and enables him quickly to
overcome possible alienation and establish friendships.43

The voices of others, whether written or spoken, continued to dominate his
world view. His painful birth into German, and into German culture through his
mother, is to be betrayed by an equally painful renunciation on his mother’s part of
all that she had previously stood for. After Elias cannot stop talking about hearing
people in a village, who are living in difficult circumstances, speaking Old High
German,44 his mother realises that his blindness to the world has gone too far:

ever since you visited Lötschen Valley, your mind’s been degenerating.
You heard two words, and what were those words? “Come, little
boy,” or however they pronounce it there … You came back from
your excursion and spoke about Old High German for days on end.
Old High German! Today! They may not even have enough to eat,
but why should you care! You hear two words, you think they’re
Old High German because they remind you of something you read.
That gets you more excited than what you see with your own eyes.45

In a vehement attack on his literary leanings, she accuses him of existing only
through books: “you’re nothing as yet and you think you’re everything you know
from books or pictures. I should never have led you to books.”46

Canetti is later to satirise this “blindness” of existence in his novel Die
Blendung.47 Rather ironically, “[he] satirized bookishness by writing a book.”48 Sokel
considers that Canetti demonstrates that his novel “had not only been a self-caricature
and self-judgment but also a rebuttal of her accusation that led him to a victory over
her.”49 Yet it is highly questionable whether the writing of the book in fact represents
a victory over his mother. Firstly, he is continuing in the literary tradition she passed
onto him and secondly, the fact of his writing the novel may be viewed as the culmination
of their Oedipal relationship—Canetti produces for his mother her own child. She
promptly claims the copyright for herself claiming that the book: “sei wie von ihr,”
“sei Fleisch von ihrem Fleisch, sie erkenne sich in [ihrem Sohn],” denn “so, genau
so, hätte sie immer schreiben wollen.“50 Her own voice speaks through her son.51

If we take Canetti’s father as representative of the position of authority within
society, and subject position within the symbolic order, which Canetti wasdeveloping
before his father’s death, then we may consider that the loss of his father before maturity
destabilises his relationship with language and unifies his voice with that of his mother,
as if he was still one with her in the womb. Yet, as Wietholter makes clear, Die
Blendung is also a highly original work. In writing, Canetti continually defends himself
against his mother’s influence, creating himself as his own authority and his own
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piece of literature. Unlike Handke’s Kaspar figure who cannot defend himself against
the irrational potential of language, Canetti finds a way to make his own ordered
meanings within the constraints of the literature with which he is familiar—using old
words to create a new voice. His writing forms a constant struggle to rise to the challenge
of “Mündigkeit.”
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